
Virtual Session Norms

● Sessions are recorded.
● By default, you are a viewer. Please use the chat to interact 

with the presenter and moderator 
● If you join on screen, please keep your microphone muted 

when you are not speaking with the presenter. Video is 
recommended but optional.

● Remain professional and respectful. Monitor your own airtime 
and make sure that all voices have a chance to be heard.
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Please introduce yourself in the chat: 

Name, Location, and Job Role!
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Learning Activities for Teaching AI in 6-12
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AI4K12 Initiative
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K-12 Teacher 
Working Group Members
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What does 

“Artificial Intelligence”
 make you think of?
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pollev.com/ai4k12

Check out your 

responses!

https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/SuOnGCHgLeIJh8BmObup8?preview=true&controls=none
https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/SuOnGCHgLeIJh8BmObup8?preview=true&controls=none


Five Big Ideas in AI
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Download a free 
poster explaining the 
Five Big Ideas from 
our website:

http://AI4K12.org

http://ai4k12.org


Why is this the right time to be teaching AI in K-12?
1. AI is playing an increasingly prominent role in society:

○ Intelligent assistants
○ Self-driving cars
○ Autonomous robots in the workplace (and someday the home)

2. Informed citizens need to understand the basics of AI as our society faces 
important public policy decisions surrounding AI technologies.

3. AI technologies will cause job loss in some areas, and gains in other areas.

4. There is a growing need for AI-literate workers. Students should be 
encouraged from a young age to consider STEM careers.
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● Develop national guidelines for teaching AI in K-12
○ Modeled after the CSTA standards for computing education.
○ Four grade bands: K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12
○ What should students know? 
○ What should students be able to do?

● Develop a curated AI resource directory for K-12 teachers

● Foster a community of K-12 AI resource developers
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Mission
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Sharing is Caring

Session Goal:

● Explore activities, 
lessons and resources 
to teach AI to students in 
grades 6-8 and 9-12.
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Learning Activities for Teaching AI in 6-8

1. Train a model to do classification 

- understand Machine learning

2. Guess the Animal activity

 - understand representation in AI systems



Big Idea #3: Learning 11

Computers can learn from data.

Machine learning

What have you heard about this ? 



Enter your answers in the Chat: (Answer any/ all)
1. Give your definition of Machine 

Learning ?

2. Where do you see it?

3. Why do you think 6-8 graders 
should learn about this topic?
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ADD  a tag in front of 
your answer so we 
know which question 
you are answering 

A1: 
A2:
A3:



Machine learning 13

Ability of a computer system to 

● automatically learn

● improve its performance on a task 

● without being explicitly told how to do that 
task

LEARN FROM DATA 



Machine Learning in action :   CLASSIFIER 
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Spam 
Filters:

Spam, or
not-spam?

Movie recommendation
Romantic? Horror? 

Handwriting 
recognition: 

Read a check deposit 



Some key ideas we explore in this activity
Machine learning allows a computer to ‘learn’ to do tasks 
without people explicitly programming them.

Supervised : Use training data to Train a Model
Answer 2 questions

 1. What kind of data?

 2. How Much data?  



● Teach a machine using 
your camera, 

● live in the browser
● no coding required.
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https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/
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How to use in the 6-8 classroom
1. Pick 2 items and train model:  Set min image samples 

2. Done training? Test. Does it classify correctly? 
Why ? Why not?  When does it not work?

3. Invite a friend to use with your model - are they as 
successful as you were? Why ? Why not? 

4. Add a 3rd object - How does it classify this object? Why?



What did we learn? Answer to our questions
What kind of data?

How Much data?  

Training sets - have to be thought about carefully !

Classroom ideas:
Student Reflections on training a model 
Peer Review on the model



Machine Learning in Action

Experiment with https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/#

Why is this one so much better than your model?

Answer in the chat
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https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/#


MORE DATA !
How did it get so much data?!

Crowdsourcing : Getting us all to play the game:)



How else can we get more data?
Self driving cars :  share data 

Use customer data with/ without 
permission … Give them free stuff in 
exchange of data

Collect data from our phones 
everyday as we use apps 



Help classify for science
https://www.zooniverse.org/

https://www.zooniverse.org/
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Representation 

ACTIVITY :  
Students build a 
decision tree for a 
‘Guess the Animal’ 
game

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-beginners-guide-to-decision-tree-classification-6d3209353ea


Vector representation :  turn Yes / No to 1/ 0    



Imagine a multi -dimension space  

elephant

mouse
cat

dog

fish

lion

This is just a 
possible way to 
visualize - it is 
NOT accurate 
by any 
measure!



Teaching AI in 9-12
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An AI Pathway
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Three Tiers of AI4K12 in High School

AI User CSforAll … AI4All
Voice assistants, recommendations engines, facial 
recognition- we are all users of AI.  Students may learn 
about the basic principles of AI technologies and the 
impacts of those technologies on society.

AI Manager APCP/APCSA
As students learn CS, they may create projects and 
applications that incorporate AI technologies.  In our 
careers, many of us will “manage” AI too

AI Developer Capstone 
Experiences

Students develop and train AI models using industry tools 
and practices.  This experience is likely accompanied with 
a 4+ year math pathway.
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http://translate.google.com


Three Tiers in Action - A Demo with Google Translate

AI User
Google Translate 
in a World 
Languages 
Course

Students might compare and contrast the accuracy of the 
output of human and AI-powered translators.

They might also use an AI-powered translator to hold a 
real-time conversation with a speaker of another 
language.

AI Manager
Scratch and 
Python with 
Google Translate

Students might incorporate an AI tool like Google 
Translate into a project using a web-based API.
Scratch and Google Translate
Google Translate API and Documentation for Python

AI Developer
AutoML 
Translation with 
Google Cloud

Students might train a machine learning model using the 
Google Cloud and the Google Translate API.
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https://translate.google.com/
https://en.scratch-wiki.info/wiki/Translate_Extension
https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
https://cloud.google.com/translate/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=na-US-all-en-dr-bkws-all-all-trial-e-dr-1008076&utm_content=text-ad-none-any-DEV_c-CRE_297670895005-ADGP_Hybrid+%7C+AW+SEM+%7C+BKWS+%7C+US+%7C+en+%7C+EXA+~+ML/AI+~+Translation+API+~+google+translate+api-KWID_43700037004364747-kwd-14329410560&utm_term=KW_google%20translate%20api-ST_google+translate+api&gclid=CjwKCAjwlZf3BRABEiwA8Q0qq4Lsmqa5Xuu3gn8M662FdYxY64u2GtXIIRD59dRpPF19Gq13QF1-oBoCv6QQAvD_BwE#section-1
https://cloud.google.com/translate/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=na-US-all-en-dr-bkws-all-all-trial-e-dr-1008076&utm_content=text-ad-none-any-DEV_c-CRE_297670895005-ADGP_Hybrid+%7C+AW+SEM+%7C+BKWS+%7C+US+%7C+en+%7C+EXA+~+ML/AI+~+Translation+API+~+google+translate+api-KWID_43700037004364747-kwd-14329410560&utm_term=KW_google%20translate%20api-ST_google+translate+api&gclid=CjwKCAjwlZf3BRABEiwA8Q0qq4Lsmqa5Xuu3gn8M662FdYxY64u2GtXIIRD59dRpPF19Gq13QF1-oBoCv6QQAvD_BwE#section-1


How to Implement AI in 
High School?
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AI User
Academic 
Integration, 
Introductory CS, 
Data Science

Bootstrap
UCLA CenterX Introduction to Data Science
Exploring Computer Science AI Unit

AI Manager
AP CS Principles 
Content, Support 
for Create and 
Explore (RIP) PT

CS Principles Unit
ISTE AI Project Guides (Coming Soon!)

AI Developer Capstone Course 
Experience

Machine Learning Crash Course
Machine Learning as a Service - ISTE AI Project Guides

Examples of AI Implementation Across The Three Tiers
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https://www.bootstrapworld.org/materials/data-science/
https://centerx.gseis.ucla.edu/category/center-x-projects/introduction-to-data-science/
http://www.exploringcs.org/for-teachers-districts/artificial-intelligence
https://westcs.club/sigcse/
https://www.iste.org/learn/iste-u/artificial-intelligence
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course


Five Big Ideas in AI
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Big Idea #1: Perception
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Computers perceive the world using sensors.

Perception is the extraction of meaning from sensory signals.



What types of sensors could be used 
to generate a dataset for an AI model? 

Feel free to share examples in the chat.
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Personal Diary in AppInventor
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https://appinventor.mit.edu/explore/resources/ai/personal-audio-classifier


Big Idea #2: Representation and Reasoning
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Agents maintain representations of the world,
and use them for reasoning.

Taxonomy of 
Literature



Muddy City Problem
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https://classic.csunplugged.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/unplugged-09-minimal_spanning_trees-original.pdf


Rock Paper Scissors
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http://www.cs.stir.ac.uk/~kms/schools/rps/index.php


Big Idea #3: Learning
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Computers can learn from data.



Teachable Arcade
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/11HVDvwE8heI1o6Ag0py64KVoyN1cR1PUYMA92tMRQ4E/view


Neural Network Building Game
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dNZGFZBNdGxby1HFtbjAI1Uhwyjf4_ws/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_uGzFd-iHBgCui1NMSwtcQJbrICKpiXZGp55tZv3ILk/edit#


Slice of ML
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https://sliceofml.withgoogle.com/#/


Big Idea #4: Natural Interaction
Intelligent agents require many types of knowledge to
interact naturally with humans.
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Humans are among the 
hardest things for AI 
agents to understand.



Create a Chatbot
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https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/#!/worksheets


Big Idea #5: Societal Impact
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“Artificial Intelligence can impact society in both
positive and negative ways.”



MIT AI + Ethics Unit
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e9wx9oBg7CR0s5O7YnYHVmX7H7pnITfoDxNdrSGkp60/edit#heading=h.ictx1ljsx0z4
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Questions?
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Additional 6-12 AI Instructional Resources

Find more Learning Activities for Teaching AI in 6-12 on 
the AI4K12 website: www.ai4k12.org 
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http://www.ai4k12.org


Contact Information

Sheena Vaidyanathan
6-8 Grade Level Lead
@sheena1010
computersforcreativity.com
sheena@computersforcreativity.com

56https://bit.ly/CSTA2020AI4K-12-6-12

Jared Amalong
9-12 Grade Level Lead

jamalong@scoe.net
@amalong

mailto:sheena@computersforcreativity.com
mailto:jamalong@scoe.net

